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Abstract—We investigate a new approach towards maneuver
prediction that is based on personalization and incremental
learning. The prediction accuracy is continuously improved by
incorporating only the individual driving history. The study is
based on a collection of commuting drivers who recorded their
daily routes with a standard smart phone and GPS receiver. Pre-
diction target is the expected maneuver on the next intersection
with three classes: stop, turn, or go straight. We show that a
personalized prediction based on at least one experience of a
certain intersection already improves the prediction performance
over an average prediction model trained on all test driver
commute routes. This performance gain increases further with
more personal training data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current advanced driver assistance systems are designed to
deliver robust performance over an average range of driving
conditions and driver profiles. Consequently, drivers are often
dissatisfied because the assistance offered does not match
their expectations and preferred driving style. Additionally,
the frequently reoccurring driving situations experienced by
one particular individual driver constitute only a small fraction
of all possible situations. Both factors, individual driver char-
acteristics and reoccurring driving situations provide a great
potential for an optimization of the assistance system from an
average system to a better adapted, personalized one.
Personalization denotes the modification of a system towards
the characteristics of an individual user. Two different modes
of personalization have been distinguished [1]: i) Active
customization by the user, e.g. by making selections and
setting parameters and ii) adaptive systems where the usage
history is employed to estimate user preferences and situation
statistics to adjust parameters and behavior. In the automotive
context, adaptive personalization based on offline estimation
of an appropriate parametrized driver model has been recently
considered for real-time route prediction [2], adaptive cruise
control [3], [4], predictive Human Machine Interaction [5] and
cooperative assistance-on-demand [6].
Recently, the application of more generic non-parametric ma-
chine learning models caught more interest in the context of
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and autonomous
driving [7]. Their application is, however, often limited to
cases of available big datasets necessary for training deep
architectures. In this paper, we show that generic online
learning architectures capable of incremental learning from few
training data can be employed for efficient personalization of
maneuver prediction as a subsystem of an integrated ADAS.
Tactical maneuver prediction with a horizon of about 2-
5 seconds is a highly relevant sub-function for controlling
warnings and active safety systems in a car (see [8] for
a review). Approaches can be based on driver sensing and
intention estimation [9] or just taking GPS traces for trajectory
estimation [10], [11]. In [10] a parametric behavior model for
curvature-dependent velocity profiles of straight driving and
right turns is estimated based on intersection crossing training
data (altogether 245 approaches). Klingelschmitt et al. [11]
proposed the anticipated velocity at stop line (AVS) feature,
defined as AV S = v2 + 2da, where v denotes the velocity, a
the acceleration and d the distance to the intersection. Using
a small amount of data (34 approaches on seven intersections)
they showed that this information alone is a strong indicator
for the drivers intention approaching an intersection.
An online learning approach of feature-based maneuver pre-
diction was proposed in [12] and applied in a limited setting
of two intersections.
In this contribution, we propose a model-free data-driven ap-
proach to maneuver prediction, capable of incremental online
learning. Compared to other feature-based contributions, our
simple approach scales to distinctly more intersections (285
with 5043 approaches) and does not rely on specific filtering,
nor on manual labeling of real-world data. Based on a previous
analysis of incremental learning architectures [13], we choose
an appropriate architecture and demonstrate the performance
gain that can be obtained by personalized adaptation of the
prediction. We also stress the benefits of personalized context
features, which can be easily obtained in the personalized
context and lead to a further performance boost.
II. FRAMEWORK
Our focus is the evaluation of off- and online models
in the supervised classification setting [13]. The objective is
to predict a target variable y ∈ {1, . . . , c} given a set of
features x ∈ Rn. In our context, y is one out of c intersection
maneuvers and x characterizes the ego vehicle state using
attributes such as velocity, acceleration, GPS-coordinates etc.
The difference between the off- and online learning schemes
is described below.
A. Offline
In the offline learning setting an algorithm generates a
model function h : Rn 7→ {1, . . . , c} based on a training
set Dtrain = {(xi, yi) | i ∈ {1, . . . , j}}. In the subsequent
test phase, the model is applied on another set Dtest =
{(xi, yi) | i ∈ {j + 1, . . . , k}}, whose labels are kept hidden.
The model predicts a label yˆi = h(xi) for every point
xi ∈ Dtest and the 0-1 loss L(yˆi, yi) = 1(yˆi 6= yi) is
calculated. The test error
E(Dtest) =
1
k
k∑
i=j+1
L(h(xi), yi) (1)
is the commonly used performance metric.
B. Online
The online learning setting is more challenging, since
the data is accessed one by one in a predefined order and
the algorithm has to provide a model after each datapoint.
Therefore, online algorithms initially tend to deliver a lower
performance compared to their offline counterparts. However,
they provide the benefits of a lower time and space complexity
during training, are able to process datasets of arbitrary sizes
and allow particular tuning to a special problem domain.
Formally, a potentially infinite sequence St = (s1, s2, . . . , st)
of tuples si = (xi, yi) arrives one after another. In contrast
to the offline setting, a model function is generated after each
tuple. As t represents the current time stamp, the prediction
yˆt = ht−1(xt) is done according to the previously learned
model ht−1. After the true label yt is revealed, the applied
learning algorithm generates a new model ht = train(ht−1, st)
on the basis of the current tuple st and the previous model
ht−1. Usually, the interleaved test train error is used for
performance evaluation and is defined as:
Eˆ(St) =
1
t
t∑
i=1
L(hi−1(xi), yi). (2)
Please note, that we calculate both errors (off- and online)
using the same data for testing, but the online algorithms
continuously adapt their model hi.
The principle difference between off- and online approaches
is that the offline methods have generally a much larger set
of training data available, whereas the online algorithms have
the capability to adapt to the actual test data. The natural
consequence is that online methods using few data are only
applicable if the variation in the test condition is not too
high. However, online algorithms are even able to adapt to
non-stationary environments and efficient methods have been
recently published [14], [15].
III. DATASET
Our dataset was extracted from recordings of the daily
work-home commute of eleven different drivers. Personaliza-
tion is particularly useful in this setting, since each driver takes
daily an individual and usually similar route. This repeated
pattern can be exploited by state-of-the-art machine learning
methods and can provide a robust prediction function after
only a few commutes. We used the mobile App TrackAddict1
in combination with an IPhone 5 to record the data. The GPS
trace itself was delivered by the Dual XGPS 160, which in
contrast to the IPhone delivers the data at a rate of 10Hz.
TrackAddict provides additional raw data to each GPS coor-
dinate such as time , velocity, gyroscope values as well as the
corresponding video. However, we utilized only the time (s),
velocity (km h−1) and the GPS coordinates (◦).
The variance of the daily route varies from driver to driver
as it is illustrated by Figure 1. Some drivers are taking only
small detours, whereas others choose among several different
alternatives.
A. Preprocessing
We removed too short streams (< 5min) as well as those
with a too low GPS rate resulting from failures of the GPS
1 http://racerender.com/TrackAddict/Features.html
Fig. 1: All traces of two different drivers in the direction from home
to work. The location of the drivers home as well as the working
place are marked by “H” and “W” respectively. In contrast to the
rather fix route on the left, the commute on the right incorporates
multiple alternative routes.
receiver. Only intersection approaches were extracted from the
raw data. We used a maximum prediction horizon of four
seconds leading to approximately 40 data points per approach.
This time is sufficient to provide situation-dependent assistance
at intersections [8].
1) Relevant intersections and potential stop points: A
stream of driver d corresponding to a commute ride is given
by a sequence Sd = [p1, . . . , pn] of n recorded tuples
p = (time, vel, long, lat). A potential stop point within such
a given stream is determined by a measurement with velocity
smaller than some predefined value α, whereby we always
take the first such measurement in a row, and we make sure
a certain velocity β is reached before the next stop can be
encountered. That means, a potential stop is found at time
step ti if velti ≤ α, velti−1 > α, and for all i there exists
some ti < t′ < ti+1 such that velt′ ≥ β. This way, every
commute ride Sdr of a driver d yields a set of potential stop
points Odr := {o1, . . . , okr}. For every driver d, we collect all
commute sequences Sdtotal :=
⋃
r S
d
r and the corresponding
set of potential stop points Odtotal := {oi | ∃r oi ∈ Odr}.
Since we are interested in the prediction of driver be-
havior at intersections, we determine all intersections of the
observed drives within the corresponding map area2. Thereby,
intersections are simply represented by their GPS-coordinates
I = (long, lat). To reduce the amount of intersections and
also to generate a challenging as well as balanced dataset, we
consider only intersections at which the driver has stopped at
least once. Further, we align a potential stop point oj to an
intersection Ij , provided the point oj is the closest stop point
to Ij and the distance is smaller than a predefined value γ,
measured in the Euclidean distance of the GPS signals.3 All
potential stop points which are not aligned to an intersection
are irrelevant.
B. Automatic labeling
For every commute, we identify the relevant intersections
on its way. We identify the parts of the commute ride, which
are within a distance of at most 20m to the intersection. For
these events, we distinguish the following classes:
• straight (cross without stopping)
• stop
2 We extracted the intersections from OpenStreetMap [16]
3 We chose the parameter values α = 5 km h−1, β = 20 km h−1 and γ =
20m to generate the dataset.
Fig. 2: A typical right turn approach. The approach data contains
all points four seconds backwards from the closest point to the
intersection.
• turn (turn left or right without stopping)
All datapoints of one approach are labeled as the same class.
An approach is labeled as stop provided it is contained in
the list of stop points as described above. In this case, it is
irrelevant whether the car goes straight or takes a turn after the
initial stop. A stop approach contains the data sequence four
seconds backwards from the stop point. Please note, that our
learning task is not the same as learning the daily route of the
driver. The car can stop at any day at any intersection caused by
e.g. traffic lights, preceding cars or pedestrians, which makes
the subsequently taken direction extraneous.
For the remaining events, we automatically determine the type
based on the following geometric considerations. Two lines are
fitted to the GPS trace, before and after the intersection. An
approach is labeled as turn when the angle in between the two
lined is larger than 30◦. Otherwise, it is labeled as straight. The
turn and straight data contain the data sequence four seconds
backwards from the closest point to the intersection. Figure 2
illustrates an exemplary intersection turn approach.
A typical GPS stream with labeled intersection approaches is
shown in Figure 3. Even though we optimized the parameters
of the automatic labeling, our data driven approach comes at
the cost of a minor amount of label noise. This mainly concerns
approaches of the straight and turn class, which are sometimes
hard to discriminate from each other, due to the arbitrary
different layout of intersections. Furthermore, the imprecision
of the GPS signal adds to the complexity.
C. Dataset characteristics
The main characteristics of the resulting datasets are given
in Table I. The number of approaches of each driver varies
naturally within the dataset, depending on the amount of
recorded streams, the length of the commute as well as whether
the corresponding route is located in a rural or urban area.
Table II illustrates the largely similar class distribution of the
approaches with turn having the smallest share.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate four different models on the dataset to inves-
tigate whether online personalized models perform better than
offline average models. Table III depicts characteristics of the
Fig. 3: A GPS trace from home to work. The crosses mark the
relevant intersection for this trace, whereas white dots denote stopping
positions. Please note that some intersections are excluded due to the
fact that the driver did not stop at them on all streams in one direction.
The labels of the approaches are given by ↑ = straight, ↔ = turn, s
= stop. The color of the trace encodes the velocity in km h−1.
TABLE I: The dataset broken down to the individual drivers, con-
tributing to the dataset in different proportions. Driver ten has with
22.4% the highest share, whereas driver three with 2.7% the smallest
one. Each approach is usually represented by 40 single datapoints.
DriverID #Streams #Intersections #Approaches #Datapoints
1 31 35 809 32664
2 23 17 240 9722
3 14 27 260 5427
4 37 26 561 22702
5 12 32 211 8510
6 30 17 288 11674
7 35 16 414 16752
8 28 30 642 25814
9 24 13 379 15303
10 57 61 1103 44648
11 21 11 136 5482∑
312 285 5043 198698
different models and the used features. At each point in time
of the approach towards the intersection the feature vector xt,
possibly containing the velocity, acceleration, AVS [11] and
intersection GPS coordinates, is used to compute a prediction
ht(xt). We perform a leave-one-driver-out evaluation with the
offline models. Precisely, they are tested with the data of one
specific driver, whereas those of the remaining drivers is used
for training. This is done repeatedly such that each driver
is used for testing once. We mainly utilize on- and offline
variants of the popular Random Forest (RF) [17] to enable
a fair comparison. The RF is a well known state-of-the-art
learning algorithm, delivering highly competitive results [13],
[18] and is easy to apply out of the box. We additionally use
TABLE II: The class distribution of the dataset.
Class #Approaches #Datapoints Proportion (%)
Straight 1819 72194 36.33
Stop 2062 80985 40.76
Turn 1162 45519 22.91
TABLE III: The evaluated models with corresponding feature sets.
Vel = Velocity, Acc = Acceleration, Dist = Distance to intersection,
I-Lat= Intersection-Latitude, I-Lon = Intersection-Longitude.
Abbreviation Model Learning Features
LogRegB Logistic Regression offline AVS,Dist
RFE Random Forest offline AVS,Vel,Acc,Dist
ORFE Online Random Forest online AVS,Vel,Acc,Dist
ORFE+C Online Random Forest online AVS,Vel,Acc,Dist,I-Lat,I-Lon
as baseline a Logistic Regression [19] model with the AVS
feature and the distance to the intersection as it was proposed
by Klingelschmitt et al. [11]. The other offline model is a
RF with an extended feature set including next to the AVS
feature, also the velocity, acceleration as well as the distance
to the intersection.
We conducted also experiments coupling the Logistic Regres-
sion model with the extended feature set, as well as the RF
with the AVS feature only. However, the Logistic Regression
model did not profit from the additional features and the
RF performed on average about 5% worse than LogRegB.
Consequently, we omit these results in our analysis.
Both incremental models are instances of the Online Random
Forest (ORF) [20]. One is using the same feature set as the
RF, whereas the other additionally incorporates personalized
context information in terms of the GPS coordinates of the
corresponding intersection. Personalized context features have
the advantage of being rather easily to obtain for a specific
user and can substantially boost the individual prediction
after only a few examples. In the context of the average
user, however, they often have no specific meaning at all
and can even deteriorate the performance or require a huge
amount of training examples to be beneficial. In our case,
for example, the intersection GPS coordinates would only
boost the performance of the average model if it incorporates
examples for each intersection approached from all directions.
This requires a tremendous amount of data, by far more than
contained in our dataset, even though the routes of the drivers
are locally related.
Incremental models are usually evaluated in the online learning
setting (see section II-B). The model predicts first the label of
one sample and uses it afterward for model adaption. This
is done for all samples in the dataset. However, the order of
our dataset is predefined by the recording time, and therefore,
there is a high degree of label autocorrelation, since each
approach consists of around 40 samples. Using the ordinary
online scheme in this case, is misleading because a naive
classifier, simply predicting the previously seen label, achieves
a very low error rate without learning anything. Therefore,
we perform the online scheme approach-wise. Precisely, the
model has to predict all samples of one approach, before the
corresponding labels get revealed. We trained from the scratch
one online model for every driver in single pass. Meaning, the
online models are utilized without any form of pre-training
and only access the data of one specific driver.
A. Results
Figure 4a shows the resulting error rates for different
prediction horizons. Clearly, the prediction gets easier the
closer the driver is to the intersection. The method RFE
performs on average similar to LogRegB even though it uses
additional features. However, the AVS feature is basically
a compression of the velocity, acceleration and intersection
distance for the purpose of intersection intent inference. Our
experiments confirm its usefulness in this context.
Both online models substantially outperform their offline coun-
terparts, underlining the benefits of a personalized prediction
within this setting. This is particularly remarkable considering
the severely smaller amount of available training data as well
as the usual performance advantage of offline models. The
error rate may even decrease further with larger training sets.
Moreover, it is shown that the addition of the intersection
GPS coordinates boosts the performance throughout the whole
prediction horizon.
The advantage of the online models is even more pronounced
if their performance is measured after a certain amount of
training data has been seen. Figure 4b contrasts the mean error
rate to those achieved on the second half of each drivers data.
The error rate is distinctly lower for the second half of the
data, due to the naturally higher amount of mistakes done at
the beginning of learning.
The learning curve of the online models is shown in Figure 4c.
Precisely, it depicts the error rate depending on the number of
trained approaches for a specific intersection. The personalized
predictors require only a small amount of training data to
compete with the average ones. In fact, they are already more
accurate at the second time they approach the same intersec-
tion. Hence, only one commute tour is sufficient to gain an
advantage with the personalized models in our scenario. ORFE
seems to be converged after approximately four approaches,
whereas ORFE+C keeps improving with additional data.
Figure 5 depicts the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves for all classes and Figure 6 shows the confusion matri-
ces of the models. Most confusions occur between the straight
and turn class, whereas the stop approaches are classified
with high accuracy. LogRegB has the lowest error rate for the
straight and stop class. However, particularly the ROC curve
for the straight class illustrates that it is not necessarily the
best model. Rather, these low error rates come at the cost of a
poor accuracy for the minority class turn, constantly predicted
with a low confidence, and therefore, rarely used. Nonetheless,
the ROC curve for the turn class shows that LogRegB is quite
able to reasonably predict this class with an appropriate tuning
of the confidence thresholds.
The personalized models perform particularly well for the
straight and turn class because of several reasons. Clearly,
they profit from the fact that the class distribution of a specific
driver is often different than those of the average driver.
Furthermore, a driver may approach intersections in a specific
way, facilitating the personalized classification.
ORFE+C is by far the best model in general. It is able to
implicitly generate an intersection specific prediction model,
due to its access to the intersection GPS coordinates.
B. Generalization of personalized models
One interesting question is whether the personalized mod-
els are able to learn a driver specific way of approaching in-
tersections in general. Therefore, we analyze the personalized
model in a leave-one-intersection-out as well as in a leave-one-
approach-out experiment and compare its performance with
those of an average model. For a fair comparison we use for
both models the extended feature set (AVS,Vel,Acc,Dist). The
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Fig. 4: (a) The mean error rate of the evaluated models depending on the prediction horizon.
(b) The mean error rate as well as the one considering only the second half of each drivers data, achieved by both online
models. The error rate is distinctly lower for the second half, because more mistakes are done at the beginning of learning.
(c) Learning curve of the online personalized models. The average error rate is given depending on the number of experienced
approaches for the specific intersection. The personalized predictors are on average more accurate as soon as they encounter an intersection
they have already seen. The average performance of the offline models is given via dotted lines.
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Fig. 5: ROC curves of the models for all classes. The online models are superior for the straight and turn class, whereas all models have a
similar ROC for the stop class.
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Fig. 6: Confusion matrices of the models. Most confusions occur between the straight and turn class. However, the context features distinctly
enhance the discrimination. LogRegB has constantly a low confidence for the turn class as it is rarely used for prediction.
average model achieves in both experiments an error rate of
0.29, whereas the personalized model performs slightly worse
in the leave-one-intersection-out experiment (error: 0.30), but
clearly better in the leave-one-approach-out setting (error:
0.24). Therefore, it is not confirmed that the personalized
model learns a generic driver specific way of approaching
intersections. Rather, we can conclude that the advantage of
the personalized models is mainly based on already seen
intersections approached by the specific driver.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed the benefits of a personalized
incremental learning approach in the setting of intersection
maneuver prediction. A dataset containing the GPS traces
of the daily work-home commute, driven by eleven different
drivers, was recorded, covering altogether 285 intersections
with corresponding 5043 approaches. Our dataset is severely
larger and more diverse than those in comparable contri-
butions. We applied a simple, model-free as well as data-
driven approach, providing an accurate maneuver prediction.
In contrast to state-of-the art techniques, it does not rely
on explicit and sophisticated ego vehicle modeling, nor on
manually labeled data. Precisely, we compare the prediction
error rate of offline models trained in a leave-one-driver-
out scheme with incremental personalized models, trained
in online fashion exclusively with the data of one specific
driver. The efficient personalized models turned out to be more
accurate after only a small amount of training data than their
offline counterparts. Precisely, they are already more accurate
at the second time they approach the same intersection. Hence,
only one commute tour is sufficient to gain an advantage
with the personalized models in our scenario. Furthermore,
we highlighted that personalized context data such as the
intersection GPS coordinates, often only viable and useful for
the specific user, additionally increase the performance.
Our simple, model-free as well as data-driven approach leads
to an accurate maneuver prediction and, in comparison to
state-of-the art techniques, does neither rely on explicit and
sophisticated ego vehicle modeling nor on manually labeled
data. However, in the case of available precise lane-level maps,
an explicit modeling of intersections may have advantages
with respect to a better generalization to areas driven for the
first time [10]. In subsequent experiments, we showed that the
advantage of the personalized models is not due to a generic
driver specific way of approaching intersections, but rather
based on already seen intersections approached by the specific
driver.
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